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One of the primary provisions of the
federal No Child Left Behind Act is that

by the end of the 2005–06 school year, all
teachers must be “highly qualified” in the
core academic subject(s) they teach. In
October 2003, to help veteran teachers meet
this “highly qualified” requirement, the State
Board of Education adopted Maryland’s
HOUSSE (High, Objective, Uniform State
Standard of Evaluation), a pair of rubrics
allowing teachers to demonstrate competence
in their subject area(s) without taking
additional tests (see Maryland Classroom,
Vol. 9, No. 2, May 2004).

However, because the federal guidelines
stipulated that teachers had to complete one
rubric for each core academic subject they
teach, the process became repetitive for multi-
subject teachers, such as those teaching in
special education and ESL programs. 

Therefore, the U.S. Department of Education
allowed states to streamline their HOUSSEs
to help experienced1 multi-subject teachers
demonstrate competence more easily.

Maryland has applied this multi-subject
streamlining policy to special educators. In
October 2004, the State Board adopted the
Special Education HOUSSE, which allows
experienced special education teachers to
count their certification and some
coursework, activities, and honors multiple
times—once for each subject they teach. 

The HOUSSE applies only to teachers
providing direct instruction in core academic
subjects. Special educators who do not
directly instruct students in core academic
subjects or who provide only consultation to
highly qualified teachers in adapting
curricula, using behavioral supports and
interventions, or selecting appropriate

accommodations do not need to demonstrate
subject-matter competency in those subjects.

On this page is the rubric for experienced
special education teachers working in early
childhood, elementary, or Alt-MSA2

assignments. On page 4 is the rubric for
experienced middle and secondary special
education teachers. These rubrics, along with
instructions for filling them out, are in Using
Maryland’s HOUSSE—on the Web at
www.marylandpublicschools.org (under
Newsroom/Publications).

The Department will next develop a multi-
subject HOUSSE for ESL teachers.

1An “experienced” teacher is one hired before the first
day of the 2002–03 school year.

2Teachers whose students take the Alt-MSA––whether
those students are in elementary, middle, or high
school––complete the rubric below.
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Teaching: By the Numbers
Low-poverty classes taught by “highly qualified” teachers: 78%
High-poverty classes taught by “highly qualified” teachers: 47%

Certification areas with teacher surpluses: 7
Certification areas with teacher shortages: 20

Male prevalence in Maryland’s population: 48%
Male prevalence in Maryland’s teacher population: 23%
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